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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 092004We describe a search for the pair production of first-generation scalar and vector leptoquarks in theee j j and
en j j channels by the DO” Collaboration. The data are from the 1992–1996pp̄ run at As51.8 TeV at the
Fermilab Tevatron collider. We find no evidence for leptoquark production; in addition, no kinematically
interesting events are observed using relaxed selection criteria. The results from theee j j anden j j channels
are combined with those from a previous DO” analysis of thenn j j channel to obtain 95% confidence level
~C.L.! upper limits on the leptoquark pair-production cross section as a function of mass and ofb, the
branching fraction to a charged lepton. These limits are compared to next-to-leading-order theory to set 95%
C.L. lower limits on the mass of a first-generation scalar leptoquark of 225, 204, and 79 GeV/c2 for b51, 12 ,
and 0, respectively. For vector leptoquarks with gauge~Yang-Mills! couplings, 95% C.L. lower limits of 345,
337, and 206 GeV/c2 are set on the mass forb51, 12 , and 0, respectively. Mass limits for vector leptoquarks
are also set for anomalous vector couplings.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.64.092004 PACS number~s!: 14.80.2j, 13.85.Rmo
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A. Leptoquarks
Leptoquarks~LQ’s! are exotic particles that couple t
both leptons and quarks and carry color, fractional elec
charge, and both lepton and baryon numbers@1#. Although
the pattern of three generations of doublets of quarks
leptons suggests leptoquarks as a possible reason for a
derlying unity, they are not required in the standard mod
Leptoquarks, however, do appear in composite models, t
nicolor theories, grand unified theories, and superstri
inspired E6 models. They are not part of the minimal supe
symmetric ~SUSY! standard model, but can b
accommodated in certain extended SUSY models. Le
quarks can be scalar~spin 0! or vector~spin 1! particles. In
many models, both baryon and lepton numbers are c
served, allowing low-mass leptoquarks to exist without m
diating proton decay.
Leptoquarks with universal couplings to all flavors wou
give rise to flavor-changing neutral currents and are seve
constrained by low-energy experiments. We therefore
sume in our analysis that there is no intergenerational mix
and that, e.g., first-generation leptoquarks couple only toe or
ne and tou or d quarks. In most models containing lept
quarks, each leptoquark species has a fixed branching
tion to l 6q: b51, 12 or 0. Models with intergenerationa
mixing or extra fermions can have any value ofb between 0
and 1.
The H1 and ZEUS experiments at thee6p collider HERA
at DESY published lower limits on the mass of a firs
generation leptoquark that depend on the unkno
leptoquark-lepton-quark coupling,l @2–10#. Pair production
of leptoquarks, nearly independent of the value ofl, could
occur ine1e2 collisions via a virtualg or Z in thes-channel
and inpp̄ collisions via an intermediary gluon. Experimen
at the CERNe1e2 LEP collider@11–14# and at the Fermilab
Tevatron @15–17# searched for leptoquark pair productio
and set lower limits on the masses of leptoquarks.
In February 1997, the H1 and ZEUS experiments repor
an excess of events at highQ2 @18,19#. A possible interpre-
tation of these events is the resonant production of fi
generation leptoquarks at a mass (MLQ) near 200 GeV/c
2
*Also at University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.09200ic
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@20#. Additional data collected in 1997 did not confirm th
excess@6,21#. ~For a recent review of leptoquark phenom
enology and the status of leptoquark searches at HERA
the Tevatron, see Ref.@1#.!
B. Leptoquark production at the Tevatron
At the Tevatron, pair production of leptoquarks can pr
ceed through quark-antiquark annihilation~dominant for
MLQ.100 GeV/c
2) and through gluon fusion, and is there
fore independent of the LQ-e q Yukawa couplingl. Pair
production of first-generation leptoquarks can result in th
final states: two electrons and two jets (ee j j); one electron,
a neutrino, and two jets (en j j ); or two neutrinos and two jets
(nn j j ). The decay branching fractions in thee j j, en j j , and
nn j j channels areb2, 2b(12b), and (12b)2, respectively.
The cross section forpp̄→LQ LQ→ee j j is therefore pro-
portional tob2. We use the next-to-leading-order~NLO! cal-
culation of the pair-production cross section of scalar lep
quarks@22# to compare our experimental results with theo
This calculation has a theoretical uncertainty of about 1
which corresponds to the variation of the renormalizat
scalem used in the calculations betweenm52MLQ and m
5 12 MLQ . For vector leptoquarks, NLO calculations are n
yet available, and we therefore use the leading-order~LO!
pair-production cross section@23#. We consider three gluon
couplings: Yang-Mills gauge couplings (kG5lG50), mini-
mal vector anomalous couplings (kG51 and lG50), and
the anomalous couplings that yield the minimum cross s
tion for 150 GeV/c2 leptoquarks atAs51.8 TeV (kG51.3
andlG520.21) @23#.
II. DO” DETECTOR AND TRIGGERING
The DO” detector is a general-purpose detector consis
of three major systems: a central tracking system, a urani
liquid-argon calorimeter, and a muon spectrometer. These
described in Ref.@24#. The features most relevant to th
analysis are summarized below.
The central tracking system has a cylindrical vertex d
chamber, a transition-radiation detector, a cylindrical cen
drift chamber, and drift chambers in the forward regions. T
tracking system is used to determine the longitudinal~z! po-
sition of thepp̄ interaction and to find tracks associated w
electrons and muons. Information from the transitio
radiation detector helps separate electrons from char
pions. The calorimeter consists of a central calorimeter~CC!4-3
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004that covers the detector pseudorapidity@25# region uhdetu
,1.2 and two end calorimeters~EC! that cover 1.5,uhdetu
,4.2. Scintillation counters located in the intercryostat
gion provide information about jets for 1.2,uhdetu,1.5. The
electromagnetic~EM! and hadronic calorimeters are se
mented into cells in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle (f)
of size Dhdet3Df50.130.1 (0.0530.05 at EM shower
maximum!.
The Main Ring synchrotron lies above the Tevatron be
line and passes through the outer section of the central c
rimeter. Protons used for antiproton production pass thro
the Main Ring while the Tevatron is operating. Interactio
in the Main Ring can cause spurious energy deposits in
calorimeter leading to false missing transverse energy (E” T)
in collected events. Certain triggers are rejected when
protons are being injected into the Main Ring, every time
Main Ring beam passes through the detector, and during
subsequent ‘‘calorimeter recovery’’ period; other triggers
rejected during injection and when the proton bunch
present, but accepted during calorimeter recovery per
~called a ‘‘minimal’’ Main Ring veto!. Since all events are
tagged with the state of the Main Ring at the time of colle
tion, this rejection can be performed offline for triggers re
ing on less restrictive Main Ring requirements.
DO” employs a three-level trigger system. Level 0 us
scintillation counters near the beam pipe to detect an ine
tic collision. Level 1 sums the EM energy in calorimet
towers of sizeDhdet3Df50.230.2. Level 2 is a software
trigger that forms clusters of calorimeter cells and app
preliminary requirements on the shower shape. Certain t
gers also require energy clusters to be isolated.
III. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND PARTICLE
IDENTIFICATION
The DO” reconstruction program,DO”RECO, processes the
triggered data into events with kinematic quantities and p
ticle identification. This includes finding interaction vertice
tracks, and jets, and identifying electrons and muons, e
with loose quality criteria to reject poorly-measured objec
Additional requirements are then applied for each analys
A. Electron identification
Electron identification for theee j j and en j j analyses is
very similar. Electron candidates are first identified by fin
ing isolated clusters of energy in the EM calorimeter. The
EM clusters are required to be in the fiducial volume of t
detector, i.e.,uhdetu,1.1 ~CC! or 1.5,uhdetu,2.5 ~EC!. EM
clusters with a matching track from the primary vertex a
called electrons; those without a matching track are calle
trackless electrons. A track and an EM cluster in the CC
match if the distance between the track and the EM clu
centroid is small,
s trk5AS DfdDfD
2
1S DzdDzD
2
,10,
whereDf is the azimuthal mismatch,Dz is the mismatch09200-
lo-
h
s
e
e
e
he
e
s
ds
-
-
s
s-
s
g-
r-
,
ch
.
.
-
e
er
along the beam direction, anddx is the resolution for the
observablex. In the EC,Dz is replaced byDr , the mismatch
transverse to the beam.
For theee j j analysis, at least one of the two electrons
an event is required to have a matching track. An elect
track can be improperly reconstructed due to inefficiencie
the central tracking chambers or because of poor match
between the track and EM cluster caused by incorrect ve
information. Using trackless electrons restores some of
lost efficiency, but at the expense of increased backgrou
They are not used in then j j analysis.
For electron candidates with a matching track, we appl
likelihood test based on the following five variables:
~1! Agreement between the observed shower shape and
expected for an electromagnetic shower. This is compu
using a 41-variable covariance matrix for energy deposit
in the cells of the electromagnetic calorimeter (H-matrix x2
@26#!.
~2! The ratio of the shower energy found in the EM calorim
eter to the total shower energy, the electromagnetic ene
fraction ~EMF!, is required to be that expected for an E
shower.
~3! A small track match significance,s trk , is required.
~4! The ionizationdE/dx along the track is required to b
that for a single minimum-ionizing particle.
~5! A variable characterizing the energy deposited in
transition-radiation detector is required to be consistent w
the expectation for an electron.
To a good approximation, these five quantities are indep
dent of each other for electron showers. For EM obje
without a matching track, anH-matrix x2,100 is required.
All EM objects are required to have deposited most
their energy in the EM calorimeter (EMF.0.9). We also
require EM objects to be isolated, using the variable
I[ Etot~R50.4!2EEM~R50.2!
EEM~R50.2! ,
whereEtot(R50.4) andEEM(R50.2) are the total and EM
energies in a cone of radiusR[A(Dh)21(Df)250.4 or
0.2 centered on the EM cluster, where the pseudorapidit
measured with respect to the interaction vertex@25#. For
electrons with matching tracks, we requireI,0.15. To re-
duce the multijet background by about 50% in dielectr
data in which one electron does not have a matching tra
we require that electron to haveI,0.10. The electron iden
tification criteria are summarized in Table I.
The electron ET resolution is s(ET)/ET50.0157
% (0.072 GeV1/2/AET) % 0.66 GeV/ET , where% denotes a
sum in quadrature. The resolution inh andf for an electron
is excellent, less than 1022 @27#.
B. Jet reconstruction
Jet reconstruction@28# is based on energy deposition
calorimeter towers~the calorimeter cells withinDh3Df
50.130.1) with ET.1 GeV. Starting with the highest-ET
tower, the energy deposited in a cone of radiusR50.7
around the center of the tower is summed and a new ene4-4
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Requirement Electrons with tracks Electrons without tracks
Fiducial volume uhdetu,1.1 or 1.5,uhdetu,2.5 uhdetu,1.1 or 1.5,uhdetu,2.5
Track match significance s trk ,10
Electromagnetic fraction EMF.0.9 EMF.0.9
EM cluster isolation I,0.15 I,0.10
EM cluster shapeH-matrix x2,100
Five-variable likelihood ,1.0te
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useweighted center is determined. This procedure is repea
using the new center, until the jet’s direction is stable. O
jets withET.8 GeV are retained. The final direction of a j
is given by
u jet5tan
21FAS (i Exi D 21S (i Eyi D 2
(
i
Ez
i G ,
f jet5tan
21S (i Eyi
(
i
Ex
i D ,
h jet52 lnS tanu jet2 D ,
where the polar angleu is measured relative to the intera
tion vertex, Ex5Ei sin(ui)cos(fi), Ey5Ei sin(ui)sin(fi), Ez
5Ei cos(ui), and i corresponds to all cells that are withinR
50.7. Jets are required to haveuhdetu,2.5 and EMF,0.95.
The measured jet energy is corrected for effects due to
underlying event and out-of-cone showering in the calor
eter. The transverse energy resolution for central jets (uhdetu
,0.5) varies froms(ET)/ET50.154 for ET'36 GeV to
s(ET)/ET50.050 forET'300 GeV@28#. The resolution in
both h and f for 50 GeV jets varies from approximatel
0.02 for uhdetu,0.5 to approximately 0.06 for 2.0,uhdetu
,2.5 and improves as the jet energy increases.
We use jets reconstructed with the largeR50.7 cone size
to decrease the number of final-state-radiation jets that
reconstructed separately from the parent jet and to impr
the jet-energy and mass resolutions. Jets are ordered in
scending value ofET , with j 1, the leading jet, having the
highestET .
C. Missing transverse energy
The missing transverse energy is calculated as
E” T5AE” Tx
2 1E” Ty
2 ,
where09200d,
y
e
-
re
e
de-
E” Tx52(i Ei sin~u i !cos~f i !2(j DEx
j ,
E” Ty52(i Ei sin~u i !sin~f i !2(j DEy
j .
The first sum is over all cells in the calorimeter and interc
ostat detector above the noise threshold, and the secon
over the corrections inET applied to all electrons and jets i
the event. TheE” T resolution is approximately 4 GeV pe
transverse component@29# and grows as the amount of calo
rimeter activity increases.
D. Vertex finding
The standard DO” vertex-finding algorithm uses track
found in the central tracking system to locate the intersec
of groups of tracks along the beam line. The group with
largest number of tracks is chosen as the primary ver
However, since there is an average of 1.5 interactions
beam crossing, the hard-scattering vertex is not always c
sen correctly by this algorithm. Using the electron to ver
or recalculate the vertex significantly improves this ef
ciency @30#. The electron revertexing algorithm uses t
track that best matches an EM calorimeter cluster and t
recalculates the position of the vertex based on this tra
Thez position of the vertex is calculated by fitting a straig
line through the centroids of the EM cluster and the mat
ing track. We require every event to contain at least one
object with a matching track usable for revertexing. If bo
EM clusters have a matching track, the primary vertex
calculated based on information from both of them. The
nematic properties of the objects~electrons, jets,E” T) in the
event, such as transverse energy and pseudorapidity, are
recalculated based on the new vertex. All further analysi
done using the recalculated quantities.
Figure 1 illustrates the improvement in the resolution
theZ-boson mass, as well as the reduction in background
to vertex misidentification forZ(→ee)12 j events, after the
revertexing. Events in this plot are allowed to have one E
cluster without an associated track.
IV. SEARCH STRATEGIES AND OPTIMIZATION
The choice of variables, and the selection of their optim
values, for improving the ratio of signal to backgroun
events is at the heart of searches for new particles. We4-5
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004two optimization techniques to aid in this selection: the ra
dom grid search method, which has been used by DO” in the
measurement of the top-quark pair-production cross sec
@31# and in the search for the supersymmetric partner of
top quark@32#, and neural network analysis, which has be
used by DO” in the measurement of the top-quark ma
@33,27# and in the determination of thet t̄ -to-all-jets cross
section@34,35#.
A. Additional variables
In addition to kinematic variables such as the transve
energies of electrons and jets and theE” T used in standard
analyses, we study other variables to determine their e
ciency in separating signal from background. These incl
the energy sums, event-shape variables, invariant-mass
ables, and mass-difference variables listed below.
Energy and transverse energy sums:
HT
e is the sum of theET of the two leptons@two electrons,
or electron and neutrino (E” T)#;
HT
j is the sum of theET of all jets;
HT
j 12 is the sum of theET of the two leading jets;
HT
j 123 is the sum of theET of the three leading jets;
ST5HT
e1HT
j ;
ST
125HT
e1HT
j 12; and
S is the total energy in the event.
Event-shape variables:
centrality (ST /S);
aplanarity of jets and leptons@27,36#;
sphericity@36#; and
the rms of theET-weighted distribution in jeth @34#.
Invariant-mass variables:
Mee is the dielectron invariant mass;
Me j is the invariant mass of various electron and jet co
binations; and
FIG. 1. Z(→ee)12 j data before~solid! and after~dashed! re-
vertexing:~a! has a linear scale and illustrates the improvemen
the Z-boson mass resolution after the revertexing;~b! has a loga-
rithmic scale and shows the suppression of the background f
vertex misidentification in the tails of theZ-boson peak.09200-
n
e
n
s
e
fi-
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en is the electron-neutrino transverse mass.
Mass-difference variables for theee j j analysis:
dM
M
~MLQ!5
A~MLQ12MLQ!
21~MLQ22MLQ!
2
MLQ
,
dM
M
5
MLQ12MLQ2
~MLQ11MLQ2!/2
,
dM
AM
5
MLQ12MLQ2
A~MLQ11MLQ2!/2
,
where MLQ1 and MLQ2 are the electron-jet invariant-mas
combinations that are closest to each other, andMLQ is the
hypothesized leptoquark mass.
Mass-difference variable for then j j analysis:
dM
M
~MLQ!5minS uMe j12MLQuMLQ , uMe j22MLQuMLQ D ,
whereMe j1 andMe j2 are the invariant masses of the electr
with the first jet and the second jet, respectively, andMLQ is
the hypothesized leptoquark mass.
Over 50 combinations of these variables were used in
random grid search and neural network studies described
low to determine the optimal set of variables and select
criteria for theee j j anden j j channels.
B. Optimization criterion
If first-generation leptoquarks with a mass of appro
mately 200 GeV/c2 exist, we want to achieve the highes
possible discovery significance. If there is no evidence
leptoquark production, we want to set the lowest possi
95% C.L. limit on their production cross section. Based
the Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of the signal and th
background estimates described below, we pursue a fix
background strategy for our search. We optimize our se
tion criteria by maximizing the signal efficiency for 0.4 ex
pected background events. This method leads to exce
discovery potential and a 67% probability that no bac
ground events will be observed. If no events are observ
the experimental limit has the advantage of being indep
dent of the predicted number of background events and
uncertainty.
C. Random grid search
The random grid search method, which was implemen
as the computer programRGSEARCH @37#, helps determine
the set of cuts that optimally separates signal from ba
ground. In a standard grid search, the signal and backgro
acceptances for some cutoff (xcut) on a variablex are deter-
mined for all values between some minimum and maximu
xmin andxmax, respectively. A refinement of this technique
to use the MC signal to define the range ofxcut. For each
MC event,xcut is set to the generated value ofx, and the
acceptances for signal and background are determined
that xcut. While runningRGSEARCH, the value of a cutoff on
a variable can be fixed or allowed to vary in some ran
Minimum and/or maximum values forxcut can be preset or
n
m
4-6
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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 092004TABLE II. The level 2 triggers used in thee j j analysis. The runs listed correspond to different perio
during Run 1 of the Tevatron~1992–1996!. The transverse energy of an EM cluster is denoted byET
EM . The
number of events is that in the initial data set.
Run Trigger requirements Integrated luminosity Number of events
Run 1A ET
EM1,EM2.10 GeV 14.7 pb21 1131
Run 1B ET
EM1.20 GeV, isolated 97.8 pb21 7500
ET
EM2.16 GeV
Run 1C ET
EM1.20 GeV, isolated 10.5 pb21 888
ET
EM2.16 GeVb
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Wealternatively, any values that are allowed for signal can
used in the search. In general, the search is multidim
sional, and many combinations of variables, both fixed a
varying, are studied to find an optimal set of requirements
impose on the data. Trigger thresholds and other criteria u
to define the initial data sample are also imposed in
RGSEARCHtrials. One of the results of anRGSEARCHtrial is a
plot of the number of expected signal events versus the
dicted number of background events, normalized to the
minosity of the data sample, including detection efficienci
D. Neural network analysis
We also use three-layer feed-forward neural netwo
@38,39# in the search for leptoquarks. For each combinat
of n variables, a network is trained using MC signal eve
~S! and an appropriate mixture of background events~B! to
yield an output discriminantDNN near 1 for signal and 0 fo
background. For a sufficiently large sample of traini
events, when the trained network is applied to the data,
discriminant output from the neural network is appro
mately S(x)/@S(x)1B(x)#, where S(x) and B(x) are the
n-variable signal and background densities. This defines c
tours of constant probability for signal versus background
the n-dimensional space that represent the optimal functi
separating the signal from the background. The discrimin
then becomes a single variable that can be used to optim
the analysis for any desired signal to background ratio.
V. eejj CHANNEL
The study of theee j j channel is particularly importan
because it is the only channel sensitive to leptoquarks w
b51. It is also sensitive to leptoquarks withb,1; however,
since both leptoquarks have to decay in the charged-le
mode, the cross section for leptoquark pair production
subsequent decay into theee j j channel is suppressed by
factor of b2.
Independent of the scalar or vector nature of leptoqua
the analyses are very similar. In particular the data sam
and the final event selection are identical. We describe
scalar leptoquark analysis first, in detail, and then the ve
leptoquark analysis.
A. Data
1. Triggers
Events with two electrons satisfying the online trigger
quirements listed in Table II are used as the starting sam09200e
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for the dielectron data sample. The total integrated lumin
ity for these triggers is 123.067.0 pb21, which corresponds
to sample of 9519 events. The average trigger efficiency
the data in this analysis is (99.560.5)%.
2. Event selection for the base data sample
We require two electrons withET
e.20 GeV and at leas
two jets with ET
j .15 GeV. As described in Sec. III, only
one of the electrons is required to have a matching tra
Events containing an electron close to a jet (DRe,0.7) are
rejected. Events whose dielectron invariant mass lies ins
the Z-boson mass window, 82,Mee,100 GeV/c
2, are also
removed. After identification, fiducial, initial kinematic, an
Mee requirements, 101 events remain. We call these ev
the base data sample.
B. MC signal samples
Leptoquark pair production in thee j j channel can be
modeled as the production of a pair of identical strong
interacting particles, each of which decays into an elect
and a jet. Monte Carlo events simulating the pair product
of scalar leptoquarks are generated usingISAJET @40# for lep-
toquark masses from 80 to 250 GeV/c2. The ISAJET samples
are used only for calculating acceptances; the NLO calc
tion of Ref. @22# is used for the production cross section.
C. Background samples
The primary backgrounds to theee j j final state are from
e1e2 ~‘‘Drell-Yan’’ ! production with two or more jets,t t̄
production, and multijet events in which two jets are mi
dentified as electrons.
1. Drell-Yan background
Drell-Yan ~DY! events are generated usingISAJET in four
mass ranges: 20–60, 60–120, 120–250, and 250–500 G
c2. For calculating the background, the DY12 j cross sec-
tion from ISAJET is normalized to the observed number
events in theZ-boson mass peak after imposition of the k
nematic criteria described above. The scaling factor is
60.1 and reflects the fact thatISAJET does not provide the
NLO corrections~‘‘K-factor’’ ! to the LO DY production
cross section. The uncertainty in this background is 20
dominated by the 15% uncertainty in the jet energy scale.
estimate that the base data sample contains 66.8613.4 DY
vents.4-7
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 0920042. t t̄ Background
The t t̄ → dileptons MC sample is produced usingHER-
WIG @41# for mt5170 GeV/c
2. The events are representativ
of all ee, em and mm final states, including those fromt
decay. The sample of 101 339 events corresponds to an
grated luminosity of about 270 fb21. The DO” measuremen
@31# of the t t̄ production cross section has an uncertainty
35%. This, when combined with the 15% uncertainty in t
jet energy scale, leads to an overall uncertainty of 38% in
predicted number oft t̄ events. The base data sample is e
mated to contain 1.860.7 t t̄ events.
3. Photon background
Direct photon production is the main source of real ph
tons ~observed as EM objects without associated tracks! in
theee j j final state; its contribution is small and is taken in
account when the multijet background is estimated. Ot
sources of photons, such asWg12 j production, are negli-
gible for high-ET photons.
4. Multijet background
The multijet background is estimated using data collec
with a trigger that required three jets withET
j .10 GeV at
level 2. This trigger was prescaled and had an integra
luminosity of 0.936 pb21. Two sets of events are selecte
from this trigger. Events in the 3j sample are required to
have at least two jets withET
j .15 GeV and at least on
additional jet with ET
j .20 GeV. Events in the 2j 1EM
sample have an EM object withET
EM.20 GeV rather than a
third jet.
The probabilities for a jet to be misidentified as either
electron or trackless electron are determined by compa
the number of candidates withET
e.E0 that pass standar
quality cuts in the 2j 1EM sample and the total number o
jets with ET
j .E0 in the 3j sample. TheE0 threshold is var-
ied from 20 to 50 GeV, and the probabilities are stable fo
cut value above 25 GeV, i.e., above the jet trigger turn-
The probabilities for a jet to be misidentified as an elect
with a track and without a track are measured to be
f track5~3.5060.35!310
24,
f no track5~1.2560.13!310
23,
and, within the uncertainties, are independent of theET and
pseudorapidity of the electron. These values are cro
checked using the ratio of 3j 1EM and 4j events. This
method of determining the misidentification probability a
tomatically accounts for the direct photon background tha
a part of the general ‘‘multijet’’ background.
We then apply these misidentification probabilities to t
weighted number of 4j events in the 3j sample. The weight
assigned to each event is the number of jet permutations
can be used to misidentify a pair of EM objects. The ba
grounds in the two samples, two electrons or an electron
a trackless electron, are estimated by multiplying
weighted number of events byf track
2 or 2f trackf no track, respec-09200te-
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tively. We assign an uncertainty of 15% to these valu
which reflects the variation of the misidentification probab
ties as a function ofET
e , any difference between the CC an
EC, as well as certain jet trigger turn-on effects. The num
of misidentified multijet events in the base data sample
estimated to be 24.363.6 events.
5. Total background
The total background estimate for the base data samp
92.8613.8 events, in agreement with the 101 events
served in the data.
D. Electron identification efficiencies
There are approximately 300Z-boson events remaining in
the initial data sample after all requirements except those
the dielectron mass and for electron identification. This
sufficient to estimate the identification efficiencies for C
CC, CC-EC, and EC-EC electron combinations.
We plot the dielectron mass spectrum without any el
tron identification requirements beyond EM object reco
struction and subtract the multijet and DY backgrounds us
the standard ‘‘side-band’’ technique. We then apply the el
tron identification requirements, again subtracting the ba
grounds using the same side-band technique. The ratio o
background-subtracted number ofZ bosons with the identi-
fication requirements to that without the identification r
quirements gives the efficiency per event. The efficiency
(7463)%, (6664)%, and (6869)% for CC-CC, CC-EC,
and EC-EC electron combinations, respectively.
To calculate the average efficiency for leptoquark even
we find the relative fractions of the CC-CC, CC-EC, a
EC-EC topologies. These are the same, within the errors
leptoquark masses of 180, 200, and 220 GeV/c2, and equal
(8362)%, (1661)%, and (1.160.2)% for CC-CC, CC-
EC, EC-EC combinations, respectively. These fractions
the electron identification efficiencies give an overall ele
tron identification efficiency of (7364)% for leptoquark
masses between 180 and 220 GeV/c2.
E. Event selection optimization
1. Random grid search
Extensive testing of combinations of the variables d
scribed in Sec. IV A shows that the use of a single variab
the scalar sum of the transverse energies of all the objec
the event,ST , is the most powerful. Figure 2 shows theST
distribution for the base data sample, the predicted ba
ground, and a sample of 200 GeV/c2 leptoquark MC events.
All of the leptoquark MC samples and the DY,t t̄ , and 2j
1EM background samples are used in the random g
search. The leptoquark events are used to set the trial thr
old values for the different parameters. The number of p
dicted background events is determined using the three b
ground samples. Shown in Fig. 3 is the predicted numbe
signal events versus the expected number of backgro
events for three differentRGSEARCHtrials, where the sample
have been normalized to an integrated luminosity of 14-8
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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 092004pb21, and the detection efficiencies, as well as the kinem
acceptance for theRGSEARCH thresholds, have been in
cluded. In these trials, theET thresholds of the two electron
and the two jets are fixed to those in the base data sam
The thresholds varied are those forST alone, for
dM
M (200)
alone, and for these two variables together. When combin
ST and the mass-difference variable yield a higher sig
efficiency for very low values of expected background~less
than 0.3 events!, but the result is comparable to the use ofST
alone when the expected background is approximately
events. For the same expected background, using just
mass-difference variable leads to a 10% reduction in the
dicted number of signal events compared to that using
ST . RequiringST.350 GeV leads to approximately 0.4 e
pected background events~see Sec. IV B!. The highest value
of ST seen in the data is 312 GeV; therefore, no events p
this requirement.
2. Neural network analysis
The analysis based on the random grid search uses
linear sumST[HT
e1HT
j . However, it is possible that a func
FIG. 2. ST distributions for background~solid line histogram!,
data ~solid circles!, and MLQ 5200 GeV/c
2 MC events~open tri-
angles! for the ee j j analysis.
FIG. 3. Predicted number ofMLQ 5200 GeV/c
2 events vs the
predicted number of background events for threeRGSEARCH runs.
The upper dotted line shows the variation withST . The lower dot-
ted line shows the variation with (dM /M )(200). The structure
~gaps! arises from an increase in acceptance for DY events.
more dispersed set of dots shows the result when bothST and
(dM /M )(200) are varied. The density of the points is irrelevan09200ic
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tion other than a simple linear sum is the optimal way
combine the two variables. The simplest way to compute
function is with a two-dimensional neural network. For th
approach, we use a neural network with two input nod
~corresponding to the variablesHT
e and HT
j ), three hidden
nodes, and one output node. The network is trained using
200 GeV/c2 leptoquark MC sample as signal~with a desired
network outputDNN51) and the observed admixture of DY
t t̄ , and multijet events as background~with desiredDNN
50). Figure 4 shows the distribution ofDNN for the back-
ground, the 200 GeV/c2 leptoquark MC events, and the dat
The discrimination between signal and background is go
Each value ofDNN defines a contour of constant probab
ity between signal and background in the (HT
e ,HT
j ) plane.
The expected distributions inx[(HT
e ,HT
j ) space for a 200
GeV/c2 leptoquark signal, the background, and the data
shown in Fig. 5. The contours corresponding toDNN50.5,
0.8, and 0.95 are also shown.
Selecting events withDNN.0.95 yields approximately
0.4 background events. The highest value ofDNN in the data
e
FIG. 4. Comparison ofDNN distributions for the predicted back
ground ~solid line histogram!, 200 GeV/c2 leptoquark events
~dashed line histogram!, and the data~hatched histogram!.
FIG. 5. HT
e vs HT
j for ~a! the predicted background,~b! 200
GeV/c2 leptoquark events, and~c! the base data sample. The curve
lines correspond toDNN 50.5, 0.8, and 0.95~from left to right!. The
area of a displayed square is proportional to the number of even
that bin, with the total number of events normalized to 123 pb21.4-9
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004is 0.92 and no events survive the selection. The efficiency
identifying 200 GeV/c2 leptoquark events using the neur
network analysis is nearly identical to the efficiency fou
using theST analysis. Since the two methods give essentia
equivalent results for the final experimental limits, we u
the simplerST analysis based on the random grid sea
described in Sec. V E.
F. Checks
1. ST distribution
The modeling of theST distribution for high-mass DY
events is checked by studyingHT
e and HT
j separately, using
data and MC events in theZ-boson mass region. The avera
value ofHT
e for high-mass DY events~which provide most of
the DY background! is approximately 250 GeV, correspond
ing to anHT
j of approximately 100 GeV forST5350 GeV.
The distribution ofHT
j for high-mass DY events is expecte
to be similar to that forZ12 j events. Figure 6 shows theHT
j
distribution for Z12 j MC and data. In the region corre
sponding to theST cutoff for high-mass DY events (HT
j
'100 GeV), the agreement is good. Disagreement betw
the Z12 j MC events and the data at higher values ofST
stems from the LO calculations used in the simulation a
does not affect the results of this analysis.
In addition, we fit theHT
j distribution of the data to a sum
of the DY and multijet backgrounds~the expectedt t̄ back-
ground is smaller than the uncertainties in the fit and is
glected!. Figure 7 shows theHT
j distribution for the data and
the result of the fit for the two backgrounds. The fit yiel
77.5615.9 DY events and 24.6613.9 misidentified multijet
events, for a total of 102621 events, in agreement with th
101 events in the base data sample and with the direct d
mination of the two dominant background contributions.
2. Mass fitting
To improve resolution, rather than simply calculating t
invariant masses of the electron-jet pairs, we use a kinem
fitter to reconstruct the mass of two identical particles t
decay to electron1jet. The DO” fitting packageKFIT is based
on the bubble-chamber fitting programSQUAW @42#.
The fitter balances the two electrons and the two lead
jets against any extra jets and unclustered energy in the e
FIG. 6. TheHT
j distribution for Z12 j data ~solid circles! and
MC ~open triangles! in theZ-boson mass region. For high-mass D
events,ST'350 GeV corresponds toHT
j '100 GeV.09200r
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by minimizing ax2 to find the best fit solution. Thex2 takes
into account the object resolutions~ ee Sec. III! as well as
the kinematic constraints. Three constraints are used in
fit: momentum conservation in thex and y directions for
electrons, jets and unclustered energy, and the equivalen
the mass of the two leptoquarks.
In each event there are two ways to associate the elect
and two leading jets (e1 j 1 , e2 j 2 and e1 j 2 , e2 j 1). Fits for
both configurations are performed and the configuration w
the lowestx2 is retained. The mass distribution for the bac
ground is found using the MC samples for DY andt t̄ events;
the multijet sample is not large enough to parametrize
smooth line shape, so a jet is used to simulate an electro
the fit.
Figure 8 showsST as a function of the fitted mass for th
background, the 200 GeV/c2 leptoquark MC sample, and th
data, before theST.350 GeV requirement. The backgroun
is centered at lowST and low fitted mass and does not r
semble the leptoquark signal. The data most closely resem
the expected background. Figure 9 displays the o
dimensional distributions in fitted mass for the three samp
before theST cut and with a reducedST.250 GeV require-
ment. The data and the predicted background are in g
agreement.
3. Varying the ST threshold
Table III shows a comparison between the predicted nu
ber of events from each of the three background sources
total background, and the number of events observed in
data as a function ofST threshold. The agreement betwee
the predicted background and the data is excellent.
G. Signal studies
1. Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties in the signal acceptance
obtained by comparing the results for scalar leptoqu
FIG. 7. Fit of theHT
j distribution in theee j j data to the sum of
the DY and multijet backgrounds.4-10
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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 092004samples generated usingISAJET and PYTHIA with different
structure functions and renormalization scales. The un
tainty from the jet energy scale is determined by varying
calorimeter response to jets by one standard deviation.
systematic error in the signal varies from 17% to 13%
leptoquark masses between 120 and 250 GeV/c2. The sys-
tematic uncertainties are summarized in Table IV.
2. Signal efficiency
The signal-detection efficiencies are determined us
simulated scalar leptoquark events that pass the selectio
quirements and are shown in Table V. The uncertainties
the efficiencies include uncertainties in trigger and parti
identification, the jet energy scale, effects of gluon radiat
and parton fragmentation in the modeling, and finite Mo
Carlo statistics. The overall efficiency ranges from 1%
38.5% for leptoquark masses between 80 and 250 GeV/c2.
FIG. 8. ST vs the fitted mass for~a! background,~b! 200 GeV/c
2
leptoquarks, and~c! the base data sample. The area of a displa
square is proportional to the number of events in the bin.
FIG. 9. Distributions of the fitted mass for events in the ba
data sample~solid circles!, expected background~solid line histo-
gram!, and 200 GeV/c2 leptoquarks~hatched histogram! with ~a! no
cut onST and ~b! a reduced threshold ofST.250 GeV.09200r-
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H. Results from the eejj channel for scalar leptoquarks
Based on our observation of no events after requiringST
.350 GeV, we set a 95% C.L. upper limit on the lept
quark pair-production cross section using a Bayesian
proach@43# with a flat prior distribution for the signal cros
section. Limits for different leptoquark masses are summ
rized in Table V. As indicated before, to compare our expe
mental results with theory, we use the NLO calculation of t
production cross section@22#. This cross section is tabulate
for a wide range of leptoquark masses and has the valu
0.18420.026
10.018 pb for a 200-GeV/c2 leptoquark. The theoretica
uncertainty corresponds to the variation of the renormali
tion scalem used in the calculation from 2MLQ to
1
2 MLQ . To
set a limit on the leptoquark mass, we compare the theo
ical cross section form52MLQ with our experimental limit,
resulting inMLQ.225 GeV/c
2 for a scalar leptoquark with
b51 and MLQ.176 GeV/c
2 for a scalar leptoquark with
b5 12 . Figure 10 shows the experimental limit as a functi
of scalar leptoquark mass along with the predicted cross
tions for b51 andb5 12 . The Collider Detector at Fermilab
d
e
TABLE III. Comparison of the number of events expected fro
the background with the number observed for theee j j analysis as a
function of the threshold onST .
ST threshold
~GeV! DY Multijet t t̄ Total background Data
0 66.8 24.3 1.79 92.8613.8 101
100 61.0 23.2 1.79 85.9612.7 85
125 45.0 16.9 1.75 63.769.36 63
150 28.8 10.2 1.65 40.665.96 39
175 16.0 5.67 1.44 23.163.32 20
200 9.12 3.16 1.15 13.461.93 15
225 4.88 1.73 0.84 7.4561.06 9
250 2.64 0.99 0.59 4.2260.59 8
275 1.35 0.60 0.39 2.3460.32 5
300 0.75 0.35 0.25 1.3560.19 3
325 0.31 0.23 0.16 0.7060.09 0
350 0.18 0.16 0.11 0.4460.06 0
375 0.12 0.11 0.07 0.3060.04 0
400 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.2060.03 0
TABLE IV. Systematic uncertainties in the signal for thee j j
analysis.
Source Uncertainty~%!
Particle identification 5
Smearing in the detector 3
Jet energy scale 11–2 (MLQ5120–250 GeV/c
2)
Gluon radiation 7
PDF andQ2 scale 7
Monte Carlo statistics 2
Luminosity 5
Total 17–13 (MLQ5120–250 GeV/c
2)4-11
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004~CDF! Collaboration has set a lower limit ofM LQ.213
GeV/c2 @17# for b51. When our result is combined with th
CDF limit, a Tevatron mass limit ofMLQ.242 GeV/c
2 is
obtained forb51 @44#.
I. Vector leptoquarks
Vector leptoquark events were generated for leptoqu
masses from 100 to 425 GeV/c2 using a version ofPYTHIA
@45# modified to include vector leptoquarks with variou
couplings. The distributions of the kinematic variables
scalar and vector leptoquarks are sufficiently similar that
same event selection can be used for both analyses.
The identification efficiencies for vector leptoquarks f
the three couplings considered are identical within their
TABLE V. Efficiency, background, 95% C.L. upper limit on th
leptoquark pair production cross section (s limit), and the NLO cross
section (sNLO) with m52MLQ @22# for b51 as a function of lep-
toquark mass for thee j j channel.
Mass Efficiency Background s limit sNLO
~GeV/c2) ~%! ~Events! ~pb! ~pb!
80 1.060.2 0.4460.06 2.9 36.0
100 3.460.6 0.4460.06 0.80 10.7
120 8.861.4 0.4460.06 0.30 3.81
140 14.462.1 0.4460.06 0.18 1.54
160 20.963.0 0.4460.06 0.13 0.68
180 27.6 3.8 0.4460.06 0.094 0.32
200 33.264.0 0.4460.06 0.076 0.16
220 36.164.4 0.4460.06 0.070 0.080
225 37.764.5 0.4460.06 0.067 0.068
250 38.564.7 0.4460.06 0.066 0.030
FIG. 10. Upper limit on the leptoquark pair-production cro
section~triangles! from theee j j channel. The NLO calculations o
Ref. @22# for b51 ~upper band! and b5 12 ~lower band! are also
shown. The central lines correspond tom5MLQ , and the lower and
upper edges of the bands correspond tom52MLQ and m
5
1
2 MLQ , respectively.09200rk
r
e
-
certainties, as shown in Fig. 11. To reduce the statistical
certainty from the MC, we use the average identification
ficiency of the three sets of MC events to set a sin
experimental limit on the cross section. This limit is the
compared with the appropriate prediction for each coupli
The cross sections for vector leptoquark production h
been calculated only to LO for three gluon couplings@23#.
For the scalar leptoquark case, cross sections calculate
NLO with m52MLQ are approximately equal to those ca
culated at LO withQ25MLQ
2 . We therefore compare ou
cross section limit with LO calculations of vector leptoqua
cross sections for this choice ofQ2 scale.
Figure 12~a! shows the experimental limits along with th
three theoretical vector leptoquark cross sections for theee j j
channel forb51. Here, the experimental result yields
lower limit of MLQ.340 GeV/c
2 for the vector leptoquarks
assuming Yang-Mills coupling,MLQ.290 GeV/c
2 for mini-
mal vector coupling, andMLQ.245 GeV/c
2 for the coupling
corresponding to the minimum cross section. Similarly,
b5 12 @Fig. 12~b!#, our result provides a lower limit of 300
GeV/c2 for Yang-Mills coupling, 250 GeV/c2 for minimal
vector coupling, and 210 GeV/c2 for the coupling corre-
sponding to the minimum cross section.
VI. en j j CHANNEL
For 0,b,1, leptoquark pairs can decay toen j j as well
as toee j j. The en j j channel therefore allows us to exten
the leptoquark mass limit to higher masses for 0,b,1. Our
optimization techniques for this analysis are similar to tho
we used for theee j j channel.
As in theee j j channel, we use the same data sample
both the scalar and vector-leptoquark analyses. However
cause the scalar-leptoquark analysis depends on a m
based variable, and the vector leptoquark analysis is sens
to higher masses than the scalar leptoquark analysis, the
FIG. 11. The efficiency for identifying vector leptoquarks fo
the three couplings in thee j j channel. The differences betwee
the efficiencies are small relative to the uncertainties.4-12
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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 092004event selection is slightly different. The scalar leptoqua
analysis is described first, followed by the vector leptoqu
analysis.
A. Data
1. Triggers
The data sample for this analysis corresponds to an i
grated luminosity of 11566 pb21. Using events collected
with the triggers shown in Table VI, the initial data samp
contains 95 383 events.
2. Event selection for the base data sample
We require one electron with a matching track withET
e
.30 GeV, E” T.20 GeV, and at least two jets withET
j
.20 GeV. Electrons withET
e.20 GeV close to a jet
(DRe,0.6) are ‘‘subtracted’’ from the jet in order not t
double count the energy in the event. Since theE” T threshold
FIG. 12. The 95% C.L. upper limits on the vector leptoqua
pair production cross section from theee j j channel and the LO
predictions for Yang-Mills~YM !, minimal vector~MV !, and mini-
mum cross section~MCS! couplings as a function of leptoquar
mass for~a! b51 and~b! b5 12 .09200k
k
e-for this analysis is relatively high, we use a ‘‘minimal’’ Main
Ring veto to increase the efficiency~see Sec. VI D 2!.
To suppress the background from top-quark pair prod
tion, we apply a muon veto by requiring events to contain
well-reconstructed muons withpT.4 GeV/c @26#. To re-
duce the multijet background whenE” T,120 GeV, we re-
quire the E” T vector to be isolated inf from any jets
(Df( j ,E” T).0.25). The effect of this requirement on a 18
GeV/c2 leptoquark MC sample and on the multijet bac
ground is shown in Fig. 13.
After the above cuts, 1094 events remain in the d
sample, primarily fromW12 j production. To remove thes
FIG. 13. Effect of the requirement of acolinearity inE” T on ~a! a
180-GeV/c2 MC leptoquark signal and~b! the multijet background.
In ~b!, the dots show the distribution before imposition of theMT
en
requirement; the open squares show the distribution after appl
the MT
en requirement. The acolinearity requirement is indicated
the solid lines.r isTABLE VI. The level 2 triggers used in then j j analysis. The transverse energy of an EM cluste
denoted byET
EM . The number of events is that in the initial data set.
Run Trigger requirements Integrated luminosity Number of events
Run 1A ET
EM.20 GeV 11.2 pb21 9862
Run 1B ET
EM.20 GeV, isolated 92.9 pb21 77 912
E” T.15 GeV
Run 1C ET
EM.20 GeV, isolated 0.8 pb21 369
E” T.15 GeV
Run 1C ET
EM.17 GeV, isolated 10.5 pb21 7240
ET
j 1 , j 2.10 GeV, E” T.14 GeV4-13
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004events, we requireMT
en.110 GeV/c2, reducing our base dat
sample to 14 events.
B. MC signal samples
We use theISAJET event generator followed by the fu
detector simulation viaGEANT to model the leptoquark sig
nal. Two thousand to five thousand events were generate
steps of 20 GeV/c2 for MLQ between 80 and 220 GeV/c
2.
We also use aPYTHIA MC sample at 200 GeV/c2 for study-
ing MC systematics and for cross checks.
C. Background samples
As implied above, the dominant background to theen j j
final state isW12 j production. The other significant back
grounds are fromt t̄ production and multijet events in whic
a jet is misidentified as an electron and the energy is m
measured, thereby introducing falseE” T .
1. t t̄ background
The t t̄ MC event sample contains all leptonic final stat
for mt5170 GeV/c
2. It was generated usingHERWIG fol-
lowed by GEANT detector simulation. The sample corr
sponds to an integrated luminosity of about 32 fb21.
Since top-quark events frequently contain muons fr
W→mn and b-quark decays, the muon-veto requireme
provides an effective way to removet t̄ events. To determine
the background due to top quark events, we apply all of
basic cuts except the muon and minimal Main Ring vetoe
the MC sample.
Because the reconstruction efficiency for muons in M
events is higher than that for real muons,GEANT overesti-
mates the rejection factor against muons. The correction~be-
tween 50% and 90%! to the efficiency depends on the ru
number~due to chamber aging and repair! and the pseudo
rapidity of the muon. After applying this factor and the ef
ciencies described below, we estimate that the data samp
1094 events~before imposing theMT
en cut! contains 1264 t t̄
events. After requiringMT
en.110 GeV/c2, 2.060.7 t t̄
events are expected to remain in the base data sample
events.
2. Multijet background
The multijet background is estimated using the d
samples and the misidentification probability of (3.
60.35)31024 described in Sec. V C 4. We select even
from the multijet data sample that have at least three jets
E” T.30 GeV. To minimize luminosity dependence and t
misidentification of primary interaction vertices, we use on
those events that have a single interaction vertex within
fiducial region of the detector (uzVTXu<50 cm). To account
for multiple interactions and multiple vertices, we apply
correction factor. The correction factor is determined
measuring the fraction of single-interaction events in theZ
12 j data sample as a function of luminosity, and th
weighting this fraction with a luminosity profile of the mu
tijet data stream. The correction factor is 2.260.2.09200in
s-
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e
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We next examine all three-jet combinations for ea
event. We treat each jet as an electron in turn and req
each permutation to pass our electron and jet kinematic
fiducial requirements. Since the misidentification rate alrea
accounts for the probability for a jet to be misidentified as
electron, we do not apply the electron identification crite
here. The multijet background is then defined by the prod
of the number of combinations that pass all criteria, the m
dentification probability, and a factor that scales the mult
sample luminosity to the luminosity of the data. There a
75615 events expected in the sample of 1094 events be
the MT
en cut and 4.160.9 multijet events after theMT
en
.110 GeV/c2 requirement. The uncertainty in the bac
ground accounts for the statistics of the multijet sample a
for a 20% systematic error reflecting the variation of t
misidentification probability withET and pseudorapidity, as
well as jet trigger turn-on effects and the uncertainty in t
scaling factor.
3. W¿2j background
For the W12 j background, we use a sample of even
generated withVECBOS @46# followed by ISAJET underlying-
event modeling andGEANT detector simulation. This initial
sample contains 227 726 events and corresponds to an
grated luminosity of approximately 0.8 fb21.
For calculating the background, the number of MCW
12 j events withMT
en,110 GeV/c2 is normalized to the
observed number of events after subtracting the estimatet t̄
and multijet backgrounds. A scaling factor of 0.2260.01
gives good agreement between the Monte Carlo and the
and is consistent with the value of 0.20 expected from cr
section and efficiency calculations.
To check the normalization, we repeat the comparison
tween the estimated background and the data for two a
tional thresholds on theE” T : E” T.25 GeV and E” T
.35 GeV. The agreement is again very good, showing t
the fractional backgrounds are well-understood~the multijet
background varies by a factor of 6, from 115 to 20 even
between the two thresholds!. The number ofW12 j events in
the base data sample is estimated to be 11.76 .8 events.
4. Total background
Figures 14~a! and 14~b! show theMT
en and ST
12 distribu-
tions for the data sample and the background before the
on MT
en . It is clear that we model the transverse mass dis
bution quite well up to 110 GeV/c2. The ST
12 distribution is
also well-described by the MC except for the small syste
atic offset of the prediction relative to the data. The to
background estimate after basic requirements is 17.862 1
events, in agreement with the 14 events observed in the d
D. Efficiencies
1. Trigger efficiency
Since events in the base data sample are required to
high electronET and E” T , the trigger requirements listed i
Table VI are very efficient. The EM part of the trigger has
efficiency of (99.560.5)%.4-14
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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 0920042. Efficiency of the minimal main ring veto
As discussed in Sec. II, additional Main Ring~MR! trig-
ger requirements can be applied offline to events collec
using triggers with liberal MR requirements. For theen j j
analysis, we apply a ‘‘minimal’’ MR veto to remove even
that occurred during proton injection and when the pro
bunch passed through the detector, while keeping events
lected during the calorimeter recovery period. The efficien
of this veto is estimated usingZ12 j data collected using
triggers with looser MR requirements than in the trigge
used in theen j j analysis. First, the MR requirements for th
en j j triggers are applied to theZ12 j data. The efficiency of
the minimal MR veto is then calculated by comparing t
number of events in theZ-boson mass peak before and af
the additional minimal MR veto requirements are applie
The efficiency of this veto is (9461)% ~i.e. 6% of the good
events are removed along with a much larger percentag
background events!. If the ‘‘calorimeter recovery’’ events
were also removed, the efficiency would be reduced to ab
90%.
3. Muon-veto efficiency
The efficiency of the muon veto is estimated using
sample ofZ(→ee)12 j events. Except for the additiona
electron, these events have a topology similar to that of
toquark events in then j j channel and should have a simil
random muon track rate. The calculation is done using
number of events in theZ-boson mass peak before and af
application of the muon veto. Background under theZ boson
is subtracted using the standard side-band technique.
muon-veto efficiency is (9761)%.
4. Electron identification efficiencies
Using the efficiencies described in Sec. V D for thee j j
channel, the overall electron identification efficiency for le
FIG. 14. Comparison of the~a! MT
en and~b! ST
12 distributions for
theen j j data~points with error bars! and the predicted backgroun
~solid histogram! before imposing theMT
en requirement.09200d
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toquark events in then j j channel is (6164)% in the CC
and (5464)% in the EC. Since (9361)% of the electrons in
the en j j final state are in the CC, the total electron identi
cation efficiency, including tracking and quality requir
ments, is (6063)%.
E. Event selection optimization
1. Random grid search
We use a random grid search based on theMLQ5180
GeV/c2 MC sample to select the optimal variables a
thresholds for theen j j channel. Many different variable
and combinations of variables~ ee Sec. IV A! were tested
for their efficiency in retaining the signal and rejecting t
background. The inputs to theRGSEARCH program are the
MC signal samples and theW12 j , t t̄ , and multijet back-
ground samples described in Sec. VI C. The combination
variables that have the most discriminating power are t
used in the neural network analysis. The most powerful v
ables for separating leptoquark signals from the backgro
areST
12 and (dM /M )(MLQ) ~see Sec. IV A!.
2. Neural network analysis
We use a neural network with two input nodes@corre-
sponding to the variablesST
12 and (dM /M )(MLQ)#, five hid-
den nodes, and one output node. A separate networ
trained for each MC signal sample„with a desired network
output DNN(MLQ)51… and the expected admixture ofW
12 j , t t̄ , and multijet background events„with desired
DNN(MLQ)50…. The expected rejection can be seen in Fi
15 and 16. Figure 15 shows the two-dimensional distrib
tions of (dM /M )(180) versusST
12 for the three individual
FIG. 15. Distributions of (dM /M )(180) vs ST
12 for the three
individual backgrounds:~a! W12 j events,~b! multijet events, and
~c! t t̄ events. The curves show neural net contours forDNN (180)
50.75, 0.85, and 0.95.4-15
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004backgrounds. Figures 16~a!–16~c! show the same two
dimensional distributions for the total background, simula
leptoquark events withMLQ5180 GeV/c
2, and the data. The
contours corresponding to constant values ofDNN(180)
50.75, 0.85, and 0.95 demonstrate the level of separa
achieved between the expected signal and the backgro
The distribution ofDNN(180) for the data is compared wit
the predicted distributions for background and signal in F
16~d!. The data can be described by background alone.
highest value ofDNN(180) observed in the base data sam
is 0.79.
Using the strategy described in Sec. IV B, we optim
the signal for a fixed background of approximately 0
events. In the low-mass range (MLQ<120 GeV/c
2), where
leptoquark production rates are high, requiringST
12
.400 GeV is sufficient and leads to a background of 0
60.27 events, consistent with the desired background le
For MLQ.120 GeV/c
2, we use neural networks since the
provide higher efficiency than anST
12 cut alone. For 180
GeV/c2 leptoquarks, approximately 0.4 background eve
are expected forDNN(180).0.85. We choose theDNN(MLQ)
threshold to be a multiple of 0.05 rather than a value t
yields exactly 0.4 background events;DNN(180).0.85 cor-
responds to a background of 0.2960.25 events. No events i
the base data sample satisfy this criterion. Naturally, for l
toquark masses other than 180 GeV/c2, the requirement on
DNN(MLQ) is different. The expected background varies b
tween 0.29 and 0.61 events and is listed in Table VII.
events from the base data sample pass any of th
DNN(MLQ) thresholds.
Rectangular cuts ofST
12.350 GeV and (dM /M )(180)
,0.25 yield a total background of 0.4 events. This a
FIG. 16. Distributions of (dM /M )(180) vsST
12 for ~a! the total
background,~b! ten times the expected signal from 180 GeV/c2
leptoquarks, and~c! the data.~d! The neural network discriminan
for the signal ~hatched histogram!, the background~open histo-
gram!, and the data~points with error bars!. The curves show neura
net contours forDNN 50.95, 0.85, and 0.75.09200d
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leaves no events in the data sample, but the signal efficie
is approximately 10% lower forMLQ5180 GeV/c
2.
F. Check
As a check of our understanding of the background, F
17 shows the distribution ofDNN(180) for the data and for
the predicted background before theMT
en cut. The agreemen
is acceptable.
G. Signal studies
1. Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty in the signal efficiency var
from 25% to 8% forMLQ between 80 and 220 GeV/c
2. The
sources and sizes of the systematic uncertainties are give
Table VIII. The uncertainties due to the jet energy scale a
initial and final state radiation are significantly lower than
the ee j j analysis due to the use ofST
12 rather than the all-
jets-basedST as a discriminator.
2. Signal efficiency
The signal detection efficiencies are calculated us
simulated leptoquark events that pass the selection req
ments; they are shown in Table VII. The errors in the sig
efficiencies include uncertainties in trigger and partic
TABLE VII. Efficiency, background, 95% C.L. upper limit on
the leptoquark production cross section, and NLO cross sec
multiplied by the branching fraction withm52MLQ @22# for b
5
1
2 as a function of leptoquark mass for theen j j channel.
Mass Efficiency Background s limit 2b(12b)sNLO
~GeV/c2) ~%! ~Events! ~pb! ~pb!
80 0.3260.08 0.6060.27 10.9 18.0
100 1.1560.21 0.6060.27 2.6 5.34
120 2.4560.33 0.6060.27 1.0 1.90
140 6.6560.96 0.5460.25 0.43 0.77
160 10.961.2 0.6160.27 0.24 0.34
180 14.761.2 0.2960.25 0.18 0.16
200 19.461.7 0.4360.27 0.14 0.08
220 21.561.7 0.4160.27 0.12 0.04
FIG. 17. Comparison of theDNN (180) distribution for theen j j
data ~points with error bars! and the predicted background~solid
histogram! before the cut onMT
en .4-16
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SEARCH FOR FIRST-GENERATION SCALAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 092004identification efficiencies, the jet energy scale, effects
gluon radiation and parton fragmentation in the signal m
eling, and finite MC statistics.
H. Results from the en j j channel for scalar leptoquarks
We obtain a 95% C.L. upper limit on the scalar leptoqua
pair-production cross section forb5 12 as a function of lep-
toquark mass. The results, based on a Bayesian analysis@43#,
are shown in Table VII. The statistical and systematic unc
tainties in the efficiency, the integrated luminosity, and
background estimation are included in the limit calculatio
all with Gaussian priors. The 95% C.L. upper limits on t
cross section for scalar leptoquark pair production in
en j j channel, corrected for the branching fraction ofb5 12 ,
for various leptoquark masses are plotted in Fig. 18 alo
with the NLO calculations@22#. The intersection of our limit
with the lower edge of the theory band~renormalization
scalem52MLQ) is at 0.38 pb, leading to a 95% C.L. lowe
limit on the leptoquark mass of 175 GeV/c2.
TABLE VIII. Systematic uncertainties in the signal for theen j j
analysis.
Source of systematics Uncertainty~%!
Particle identification 5
Smearing in the detector 3
Jet energy scale 10–2 (MLQ580–220 GeV/c
2)
Gluon radiation 4
PDF andQ2 scale 5
Monte Carlo statistics 25–3 (MLQ580–220 GeV/c
2)
Luminosity 5
Total 25–8 (MLQ580–220 GeV/c
2)
FIG. 18. The 95% C.L. upper limits on the cross sections
scalar leptoquark pair production from theen j j channel, and for all
three channels combined, forb5 12 , compared to the NLO predic
tion, as a function of leptoquark mass.09200f
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I. Vector leptoquarks
As in the case of theee j j channel, vector leptoquark
events were generated forMLQ between 100 and 425 GeV
c2 using a version ofPYTHIA modified to include vector lep-
toquarks with different couplings. The distributions of th
kinematic variables for scalar and vector leptoquarks
similar, and consequently, the same event selection is u
for both analyses forMLQ <220 GeV/c
2.
Neural networks for theen j j channel were trained on
scalar leptoquark MC samples up toMLQ 5220 GeV/c
2.
Since vector leptoquark production cross sections are hig
than scalar leptoquark cross sections, higher masses a
more interest. For vector leptoquarks withMLQ .220 GeV/
c2, we requireST
12.400 GeV. This variable is one of th
inputs to the neural network and provides good signal id
tification efficiency and a background of 0.60.27 events.
Again, the identification efficiencies for vector lepto
quarks for the three couplings agree within their uncerta
ties, as shown in Fig. 19. Therefore, to reduce the statist
uncertainty in our analysis, we use the average identifica
efficiency of the three sets of MC events to set a sin
experimental limit on the cross section. As before, this lim
is compared with the appropriate theoretical cross section
each coupling.
Figure 20 shows the experimental limits along with t
three theoretical LO vector leptoquark cross sections@23# for
the en j j channel forb5 12 and Q
25MLQ
2 . For Yang-Mills
coupling, the experimental lower limit on the vector lept
quark mass is 315 GeV/c2, for b5 12 . For minimal vector
coupling, the mass limit is 260 GeV/c2 for b5 12 . For the
coupling corresponding to the minimum cross section,
lower limit is 215 GeV/c2 for b5 12 .
VII. nn j j CHANNEL
To analyze thenn j j channel, we make use of our pub
lished search@47# for the supersymmetric partner of the to
r
FIG. 19. The detection efficiency for vector leptoquarks in t
en j j channel.4-17
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V. M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 092004quark using just the 1992–1993 data sample. In that anal
we searched for the pair production of top squarks that de
exclusively via ac quark and the lightest neutralino,t̃ 1
→cx̃ 10, resulting in a final state withE” T and two acolinear
jets.
Approximately 75% of the data was collected using a tr
ger whose primary requirement wasE” T.35 GeV at level 2;
the balance had aE” T threshold of 40 GeV. To ensure a
unambiguousE” T measurement, events were required to ha
only one primary vertex, reducing the sample to single in
actions with an integrated luminosity equivalent to appro
mately 7.4 pb21.
Events were required to haveE” T.40 GeV, two jets with
ET.30 GeV, and no isolated electrons or muons withET
.10 GeV. In addition, the two leading jets were required
be acolinear„90°,Df( j 1 , j 2),165°…, and theE” T was re-
quired not to be aligned with either the leading jet„10°
,Df( j 1 ,E” T),125°… or the third or fourth leading jets
@10°,Df( j 3,4,E” T)#. Three events survived the selectio
criteria, consistent with the estimated background of
61.2 events, primarily fromW/Z1 jets production.
The efficiencies of the event selection for scalar lep
quarks with MLQ from 50 to 200 GeV/c
2 are calculated
using signal MC events generated with theISAJET generator
and processed through theGEANT-based detector simulation
The systematic errors in the signal acceptance are calcu
as in Ref.@47#. The efficiencies, background, and cross s
tion limits are shown in Table IX. This analysis yields th
limit MLQ .79 GeV/c
2at the 95% C.L. forb50.
The identification efficiency for vector leptoquark~gener-
ated usingPYTHIA! and scalar leptoquark events withMLQ
5200 GeV/c2 are identical, within errors. Based on th
comparison, and similar comparisons in thee j j and en j j
channels, we use the experimental limit for scalar lep
quarks for vector leptoquarks in thenn j j channel. Compari-
son with the theoretical cross sections leads to 95% C
FIG. 20. The 95% C.L. upper limits on the cross sections
vector leptoquark pair production from theen j j channel forb5 12 ,
and the LO predictions for the three couplings, as a function
leptoquark mass.09200is,
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limits of MLQ . 206, 154, and 144 GeV/c
2 for Yang-Mills,
minimal vector, and minimum cross section couplings,
spectively, forb50.
VIII. GAP IN THE LIMIT FOR SCALAR LEPTOQUARKS
In our analysis of the e j j anden j j channels, we use MC
samples of leptoquarks withMLQ >80 GeV/c
2, but our
analysis is optimized for leptoquarks with masses near
GeV/c2. From theen j j analysis, we excludeb.0.13 for
MLQ 580 GeV/c
2. The mass limit from thenn j j channel for
b50.13 is approximately 75 GeV/c2, leaving a small gap in
our limit.
To fill this gap, we examine further the 14 events in t
base data sample in theen j j analysis. Making the very con
servative assumption that all 14 events are due to leptoq
pair production, the 95% C.L. upper limit on the cross se
tion multiplied by the branching fraction and efficiency
0.20 pb. This permits us to extend our exclusion region
include 0.09<b<0.91 for MLQ 580 GeV/c
2 and 0.05<b
<0.95 for MLQ 575 GeV/c
2. To obtain the efficiency for
MLQ 575 GeV/c
2, we scale the efficiency found for highe
MLQ .
IX. COMBINED RESULTS
Combining@43# the limits from theee j j, en j j , andnn j j
channels, we obtain 95% C.L. upper limits on the leptoqu
pair-production cross section as a function of leptoqu
mass andb. The cross-section limits forb5 12 are shown in
Fig. 18 for scalar leptoquarks and in Fig. 21 for vector le
toquarks. Table X lists the mass limits forb51, 12 , and 0 for
r
f
TABLE IX. Efficiency, background, 95% C.L. upper limit on
the leptoquark pair production cross section, and the NLO cr
section withm52MLQ @22# for b50 as a function of leptoquark
mass for thenn j j channel.
Mass Efficiency Background s limit sNLO
~GeV/c2) ~%! ~events! ~pb! ~pb!
50 0.44620.107
10.096 3.4961.17 328 406
60 1.1160.16 3.4961.17 77.0 162
80 2.1520.22
10.23 3.4961.17 37.7 36.0
100 3.9060.30 3.4961.17 21.0 10.7
120 4.6220.32
10.30 3.4961.17 17.6 3.81
140 6.0760.34 3.4961.17 13.2 1.54
160 6.1560.34 3.4961.17 13.0 0.68
200 6.3620.36
10.35 3.4961.17 12.6 0.16
TABLE X. Limits on the masses of first-generation leptoquar
Scalar Minimum cross section Minimal vector Yang-Mil
b ~GeV/c2) ~GeV/c2) ~GeV/c2) ~GeV/c2)
1 225 246 292 345
1
2 204 233 282 337
0 79 144 159 2064-18
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mass of scalar leptoquarks as a function ofb, for all three
channels combined, as well as for the individual chann
are shown in Fig. 22. Figure 23 shows the exclusion conto
from the individual channels and the combined result
vector leptoquarks with Yang-Mills coupling. Figure 2
shows the overall exclusion contours for the three vec
couplings.
X. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented 95% C.L. upper limits on the p
production of leptoquarks that decay to thee j j, en j j , and
nn j j final states. For scalar leptoquarks, the limits on
cross section provide lower limits on the scalar leptoqu
FIG. 21. The 95% C.L. upper limits on cross sections for vec
leptoquark pair production from all three channels combined
b5 12 , and the LO predictions, as a function of leptoquark mass
FIG. 22. The 95% C.L. lower limit on the mass of firs
generation scalar leptoquarks as a function ofb for the individual
ee j j, en j j , andnn j j channels, and for the combined analysis.09200e
s,
rs
r
r
ir
e
k
mass of 225 GeV/c2 for b51, 204 GeV/c2 for b5 12 , and 79
GeV/c2 for b50. We have also set mass limits for vect
leptoquarks for different couplings and have presented ex
sion contours onb and MLQ . At the 95% C.L., our results
exclude an interpretation of the HERA high-Q2 excess as
s-channel scalar leptoquark production forMLQ ,200 GeV/
c2 andb.0.4. These results can be also used to set limits
the pair production of any heavy scalar particle that dec
into a lepton and a quark as expected in a variety of mod
and to restrict any new leptoquark models containing ad
tional fermions@48#.
r
r FIG. 23. The 95% C.L. lower limit, as a function ofb, on the
mass of first-generation vector leptoquarks with Yang-Mills co
plings from the individualee j j, en j j , andnn j j channels and for
the combined analysis.
FIG. 24. The 95% C.L. lower limits onMLQ as a function ofb
for first-generation vector leptoquarks with Yang-Mills, minim
vector, and minimum cross section couplings from theee j j, en j j ,
andnn j j channels combined.4-19
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